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Two years after her spectacular, best-selling first release (Simply Salads,
Thomas Nelson, 2008) hit shelves, author Jennifer Chandler has returned
to the table with the second course – Simply Suppers (Thomas Nelson,
August 2010).
Suppers includes a recipe for every occasion, from casual weeknight
dinners to elegant gatherings, and all the potluck suppers in between.
Easy-to-find ingredients, over 100 photos, simple step-by-step
instructions and masterful time-saving, preparation, freezing and
substitution tips will have readers in the kitchen preparing over 100
family-favorite comfort foods in no time, including entrées, side dishes,
and desserts.
Suppers will also be hitting shelves just in time for busy families returning
to school in the fall – and for whom the following items will be
particularly helpful:

30 in about 30: 30 recipes that can be whipped up in about 30
minutes. Includes soups, poultry, fish, beef, pork, pasta, sandwiches
10 leftover chicken makeovers: 10 ways to turn leftovers into
something delicious

20 “Freezer Go-To” items: recipes to make double batches of for
freezing … and to save you when you don’t have time to cook.

About the Author
Jennifer Chandler graduated at the top of her class with Le Grand Diplome
and a Mention Tres Bien in Pastry from Le Cordon Bleu in Paris. She moved back
to her hometown of Memphis and in 1999 and opened the highly-acclaimed
and award-winning (including Best New Restaurant in Memphis) Cheffie's
Market and More - a prepared foods market and bakery. Jennifer is a full-time
mother of two, a freelance magazine writer and a professional salad eater.
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Jennifer was recently named national
spokesperson for French’s Mustard ™
Jennifer also recently partnered with Whole Foods Market in
Memphis, TN as a featured author and chef.

Follow Jennifer on Twitter: @cookwjennifer
Become a fan on Facebook: Cook with Jennifer...Good
Food Simply
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http://www.cookwithJennifer.com

